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all this turmoil the calm serene Buddha in several masterly
statues, which are in striking contrast with their pure and
simple line and their spiritual aloofness.
At the corners of each main terrace are towers, and the
height of each terrace is twice that of the one below—a
device which increases the impression of height and space,
and of a whole strange world of fancy incredibly intricate
and bizarre—a world deserted yet living to remind us of a
perished civilization. Was it malaria, or an earthquake,
or some caprice which led to its desertion soon after the
immense toil of its creation ?
To turn from it to its Buddhist analogues is like passing
out of a nightmare into a placid dream. Here too are
legend and myth, but imagination is harnessed to history
and the middle path of sanity has prevailed.
VII
The development of Buddhist architecture may be
studied from the stupa of Sanchi to the much more
elaborate Borobodur of Java with its galleries of didactic
art, in which crowds of figures are blent in a harmonious
and rhythmic whole. It is a long evolution from the naive
and spontaneous to the classical and sophisticated—yet
naturalism is not lost, especially in plant and animal forms
in which India still excels.
Sir John Marshall's skilled work of reconstruction at
Sanchi supplies us with the opportunity of studying another
early masterpiece of Buddhist art. Here is a fine specimen
of an Asokan pillar and a simple stupa, or mound, of about
the same period (the third century before Christ), with its
flat reliefs and naive folk-art—at once crude and arresting,
with a kind of childlike charm. This early Indian art, so
well illustrated on the Barhut rail in the Indian Museum
of Calcutta, is of great interest. Lacking as it is in composi-
tion and weak in perspective, yet it is a great beginning; it
is essentially Indian, and often has lovely plant forms, even
if its animals and men are clumsily done; and it passed
rapidly into the noble art of such masterpieces as that of the

